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Abstract. We propose a solution to achieve a global self-healing process
based on local knowledge of each network element using a model-based
diagnosis approach. Then we illustrate this solution in an IMS platform
and detail the corresponding causal graph and diagnosis process.
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1 Introduction

With the increased complexity of system installation, maintenance, configuration
and recovering, an increase in intelligence in the system is required and the
concept of autonomic system will come in.

An autonomic system manages itself and becomes autonomic without human
interventions. It has four distinct objectives: Self-configuring, Self-healing, Self-
optimizing and Self-protecting. The closed control loop proposed by IBM is
implemented by autonomic managers, which control managed resources [1]. With
the development of autonomic system, the identifying, tracing, and determining
of the cause of failures and the repairing action became more and more important
to the operators in order to satisfy the needs of customers. Thus, the purpose of
our studies is to introduce self-healing in operator networks.

2 Model-based diagnosis for self-healing

The causal graph is a general, intuitive and effective representation to model the
consistent causalities governing the function of the system to monitor [2]. It is
supposed to be an acyclic graph that limits the expressiveness of the representa-
tion, however, this restriction is important to reduce the complexity of reasoning
[3]. The causal graph structure in this paper is based on five kinds of nodes and
two kinds of arcs which are shown in Figure 1.

The diagnosis process consists in collecting all the current observations, and
then, determines all the primary causes which could explain them. To achieve
this process, each node has a unique state as following: Guilty (a test result
or an active alarm or a proved cause), Innocent (a test result or an absent
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Fig. 1. Nodes and arcs of causal graph

alarm or an exonerated cause), Suspect (a test to run or an unknown cause to
investigate), Unknown (the default state).

Then, applying the causal propagation rules that follows until stability of the
node states over the whole graph gives the diagnosis and repairing action:

R1 : if a node is guilty, then all its “should cause” successors are guilty.
R1’ : if a node is guilty, at least one of its predecessors is guilty.
R2 : if a node is innocent, then all its “should cause” predecessors are innocent.
R2’ : if all the predecessors are innocent, the node is innocent.
R3 : if a node is guilty, then all its predecessors become suspect.
R4 : if a node is suspect, then all its “should cause” predecessors are suspect.
R4’ : if a node is suspect, then all its “should cause” successors are suspect.
R5 : if a test node is suspect, then the test is performed. Depending of the

result, the state becomes guilty or innocent.
R6 : if a repairing action is guilty, then it should be processed.

3 Application to IMS service

The autonomic network architecture used a distributed Knowledge Plane (KP)
to interconnect different network elements [4, 5]. We define the ARM (Auto-
nomic Resource Manager) to manage network element types and ANM (Auto-
nomic Network Manager) to manage the ARM plane and to control the network
[6, 7].

We illustrate the previous diagnosis process by applying our approach to
the case of a SIP-based VoIP service delivered over an autonomic management
architecture (Fig. 2). Let’s suppose that there is the following problem: I-CSCF
sends the user’s IP Multimedia Public Identity (IMPU) to SLF which can not
find the corresponding user information.

According to the above problem, the global diagnosis relies on the causal
graph shown in the Figure 3. We have divided it into four regions. Each region
is a subgraph which corresponds the ARM or the ANM. The operators vali-
date each subgraph in each ARM to decide if it could be involved in a global
diagnosis when the equipment are integrated in the network. ARM allows the
administrator to understand in a smooth way how the equipment could inter-
act with contextual information. If the ARM is compatible with the operators’
expectation, the subgraph is integrated in the KP of ARM and ANM by con-
necting the different subgraphs together. As a consequence, a primary cause in
a subgraph could become an intermediate cause in the implicit global graph. It’s
why we need to standardize the interface (showed in the Fig. 3 as arrows between
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Fig. 2. The case of a SIP-based VoIP service

the black nodes, which cross the domains) between different domains to permit
the connection between different subgraphs. After that, the global graph can be
used by the diagnosis process in a closed control loop way. Today, there is no
autonomous solution which allows to solve this validation step, human expert is
still required.

After that, the diagnosis in SLF and AS domains are processed locally. When
the diagnosis cannot be completed at the local level, it needs to rise to the global
environment (ANM) and collaborates with the other local diagnosis to find or
discard or confirm the primary causes. That will ensure an end-to-end diagnosis
service. The causal graph modelling can be merged or split according to the
needs of the distribution of diagnosis service in a network environment.
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Fig. 3. The global diagnosis

Running the diagnosis process (Section 2) on the example of IMPU alarm is
procedure in the following steps by applying the specified rules:
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1. (R3): As “Alarm unknown IMPU in SLF” is guilty (alarm present), then
“IMPU unknown in SLF” and “IMPU barring in SLF” are suspect.

2. (R4): “IMPU unknown in SLF” is suspect, then its predecessor “Unknown
client in SLF (No account)” is set to suspect.

3. (R4): “Unknown client in SLF (No account)” is suspect, then “Unknown
client in HSS (No account)” is set to suspect.

4. (R4’): “Unknown client in HSS (No account)” is suspect, then “Unknown
client in AS (No account)” and “IMPU unknown in AS” are set to suspect.

5. (R2): “Alarm unknown IMPU in AS” is innocent (no alarm presents), then
“IMPU unknown in AS”, “Unknown client in AS (No account)” and “Un-
known client in HSS (No account)” are set to innocent.

6. (R2’): Then “Unknown client in SLF (No account)” is set to innocent.
7. (R2,R2’,R4): “IMPU barring in SLF” is suspect, and the same process will

be launched as steps 2 to 6. Then “Client barring in SLF” is set to innocent.
8. (R1’): As “Unknown client in SLF (No account)” and “Client barring in

SLF” are innocent, then “SLF no synchronization” is guilty.
9. (R6): The repairing action “Resynchronization SLF” is performed.

4 Conclusion

We have proposed a solution to achieve a global network diagnosis with local
knowledge of each network element using causal graphs validated by the opera-
tors. It permits to connect different necessary processes (subgraphs) to achieve
an end-to-end diagnosis and to perform the repairing actions.

The further research should aim to specify the interface between elements
or domains which corresponds to the connection between different local diag-
nosers and consider how the performance of the global diagnosis process could
be adapted to our autonomous architecture by defining when and how to send in-
formation. Then, we will implement our self-healing approach on an operational
IMS platform.
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